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Cambrian Wildwood – new 
ventures in a wilder landscape
Cambrian Wildwood is an ambitious project to rewild an area in the uplands of Mid 
Wales. This article reflects on progress to date and the challenges of advocating rewilding 
in the Welsh context. 

SIMON AYRES & SOPHIE WYNNE-JONES

Inspiration from the wild
Rewilding has gained resonance and public profile in the last few years, offering a 
promise of ecological and spiritual rejuvenation in a world where we are perhaps 
more accustomed to tales of loss and decline. This is the context for the small group 
of us setting up a new venture in mid Wales - Cambrian Wildwood

Many people are drawn to the empty spaces of the uplands in Britain to walk, to 
breathe, and to wonder. As the heartlands of Mid Wales, and our extended backyard 
so to speak, the Cambrian Mountains have similarly offered us such refuge. But the 
emptiness found in this terrain, as well as being inspiring, can be disappointing – in 
the lack of wildlife, trees and diversity of habitat. We know from other countries 
that it doesn’t have to be like this: there are places in the northern temperate zone 
where wildlife species similar to those that previously graced our land thrives. And 
we know what used to be here from historical accounts, such as estate shooting 
records with descriptions of days out in the Cambrians just 100 years ago where 
grouse, curlew and plover were shot in the hundreds. So, the founders of Cambrian 
Wildwood began to imagine a different future for these uplands, where the native 
forest and wildlife could return.

We are not alone in this dream. Others are taking actions which we hope to follow 
here in Mid Wales: for example, the work of the National Trust for Scotland at Mar 
Lodge in the Cairngorms; Trees for Life in the Caledonian pine forest; the Borders 
Forest Trust with their Carrifran project in the Moffat Hills; and the National Trust 
at Hafod y Llan in Wales. This inspiration led to the development of a charity, the 
Wales Wild Land Foundation (Sefydliad Tir Gwyllt Cymru) in 2007, to provide a 
focus for interest in rewilding in Wales and to respond to opportunities. Today, our 
main activity is advancing the vision for the Cambrian Wildwood (Coetir Anian) to 
restore native forest and wildlife to an area of the Cambrian Mountains.

A vision for the wild
Big ambitious plans catch your attention, like Trees for Life’s goal to restore over 
600 square miles of Caledonian pine forest in the Scottish Highlands. There is 
an understanding that size matters for some ecological processes, such as the 
migration of large herbivores and the requisite territories of large predators. It also 
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where there is existing native woodland nearby to provide seed sources, new areas 
of woodland can become established by the natural colonisation of trees. Many 
parts of the area are remote from woodland and here there is a strong case for 
tree planting. Habitat restoration will also be applied to upland heath on the higher 
ground where purple moor grass is proliferating at the expense of heather and 
bilberry. Other projects have demonstrated that replacing sheep with larger grazers 
such as cattle or horses can gradually change this vegetation into a more diverse 
heathland community.

When should these large herbivores be introduced? One approach would be to 
leave a period of time to allow for tree establishment to occur across the site. 
Alternatively, herbivores could be introduced straight away given their fundamental 
role in ecosystem function. Another option would be to fence off areas targeted 
for planting or natural colonisation. The Knepp Castle estate in Sussex faced similar 
questions at the start of a 3,000 acre rewilding programme in 2001 and we can learn 
from their experiences trying out three distinct strategies, although we should be 
cautious about drawing parallels between sites with quite diverse conditions. There, 
the cessation of farming activities and the immediate introduction of herbivores 
produced the most conspicuous results for wildlife. 

Aside from their impact on habitat, large herbivores are also valued as wildlife in 
themselves, as intrinsic parts of the ecosystem and visible and active components 
of the landscape. Consequently, we would include appropriate breeds of cattle 
and horse; and potentially in the future red deer, moose and European bison, 
on the rationale of restoring locally extinct native fauna. Species reintroductions 

adds to a wilderness experience to feel that you can spend days rather than hours 
walking through an area. On this basis, we could propose a long-term vision for the 
Cambrian Wildwood of 100 square miles in the northern part of the Cambrians that 
lies south of the Dyfi River.

This represents only 1.25% of the area of Wales. It might not seem too controversial. 
But there are important social and economic distinctions between the Scottish 
Highlands and upland Wales. In contrast to the large estates in Scotland, where 
deer and grouse shooting predominate and landlords are often absent, the land in 
Wales is owned and managed as sheep pasture by farming families who have lived 
and worked there for generations. Inevitably there are sensitivities around rewilding 
in Wales. 

The journalist George Monbiot’s critique of farming in his 2013 book Feral1, 
describing the Cambrians as a “sheep-wrecked landscape”, did not build any 
bridges and demonstrated the strength of opposition when the farming community 
feels under scrutiny. This has enouraged us to consider our stance carefully in the 
early stages of Cambrian Wildwood. Most immediately we have re-framed our 
aspirations as a smaller-scale vision to ensure that prospective partners were more 
comfortable. Here we have followed the approach of the Borders Forest Trust who 
presented their Carrifran Wildwood as a 1,500 acre stand-alone project. With a 
focus on one holding, they were still able to attract support and restore a substantial 
area of native forest without courting too much controversy, and it hasn’t impacted 
on their ability to purchase further areas of land or discuss species reintroductions.

Quick wins and early frustrations
To begin, we needed to identify a suitable area of land for purchase. The area 
chosen comprises tributary valleys and surrounding hills between the Dyfi estuary 
and the Northern end of the Cambrian upland plateau. This is within the Dyfi 
Biosphere and neighbours two areas of Welsh Government owned woodland: a 
relatively small ancient woodland site and a very large block of Sitka spruce on the 
plateau to the north of Pumlumon. Senior personnel from Natural Resources Wales 
(from the former Forestry Commission strand of the new body), which manages the 
Welsh Government forestry estate, have expressed support for adding some of this 
forestry land to the project once it is underway. 

We aim to acquire 3,000 acres in four holdings: one is private forestry; two are 
upland pasture no longer being farmed; and the other is poor quality upland 
pasture and currently (late 2014) on the market.

Shaping the wild character
Our plans upon purchasing the land include a range of actions to establish a wilder 
ecology and landscape character. While we are keen to help increase the extent 
of habitats favoured by government targets, our overarching aim is that the land 
is subject to natural processes rather than being farmed. In the early stages there 
will be a dynamic between allowing natural processes to dominate and intervening 
for example through tree planting and introducing large herbivores. For example, 

A current example of the Cambrian mountains' matrix: upland heath in the foreground, feral horses, an 
expanse of purple moor grass, and Welsh Government forestry plantation. 

Photo: Simon Ayres
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What opportunities could rewilding offer farmers?
The reality is quite the opposite, as rewilding supporters are keen to emphasise 
the potential benefits to local economies. For example, Cambrian Wildwood aims 
to create opportunities for diversifying and strengthening income streams in the 
local economy which could help farm families stay on the land running viable 
businesses. There are important economic and social considerations at play, not 
least the cultural dimensions including the Welsh language which are centred on 
farming communities.

Some commentators argue that wildlife in Britain is best protected by continued 
farming. Indeed the major nature conservation bodies in UK seem to be tied into 
this paradigm. However, the well documented decline of nature over the last 70 
years is connected to modern farming and forestry methods.7 In the wake of the 
publication of the State of Nature Report and Feral, the Farmers’ Union of Wales 
commissioned a report on the importance of sheep farming for wildlife.8 The report 
concludes that traditional farming has produced wildlife benefits through the 
centuries, but modern farming is responsible for the loss of wildife.

However, farmland can deliver other ecosystem services apart from food, and it is 
important that society addresses the obstacles to achieving these. Though rewilding 
represents a change it doesn’t have to be seen as a threat. This would imply that 
farmers are incapable of adapting to new circumstances, which is evidently not the 

will be backed by feasibility studies and adherence to best practice guidelines. 
Considerations must be made of compatibility with public access and responsibilities 
towards neighbouring landowners. For example, we will need to decide through 
dialogue with those neighbours how permeable our boundaries should be.

For smaller mammals, water vole is a good candidate for reintroduction as it is almost 
absent from the Cambrians even though there is plenty of good habitat and mink, 
an introduced predator, is rare. Research in Ireland2 and observations in Scotland3 
show that the presence of pine marten reduces grey squirrel and allows the recovery 
of red squirrel, suggesting a programme we could pursue in the Cambrians, with 
parallel reintroductions of pine marten and red squirrel.

In the longer term, there are many other species that need to be considered: a 
variety of bird species, wild boar, beaver, wild cat and mountain hare, all of which 
will have to be assessed carefully. The ‘big three’ predators – lynx, wolf and bear 
– are beyond the scope of the project, though we have an interest in the public 
debate around their reintroduction.

The real world context
Despite the reframing of our plans to focus on a smaller defined area, we still need 
to take account of the wider land-use context. In Wales, farmland accounts for 
76% of the land area, woodland 13%, and urban development 10%.4 Farming 
therefore provides the context in which a rewilding project will sit, and developing a 
relationship with the farming community, at least at a local level, may be necessary. 
If we want to encourage an acceptance and understanding between farming and 
rewilding, we need to address two questions. What concerns do farmers have 
about rewilding? And what opportunities could rewilding offer for farmers? 

What concerns do farmers have about rewilding?
Farming culture likes to see land being productive. Even afforestation after the 
Second World War was considered a waste of good land by many in the agriculture 
sector at the time. Land ‘abandonment’ goes against centuries of hard work to 
create productive farmland. Peter Taylor5 has linked this to a Protestant work ethic 
that prevents farmers from accepting a wilder, or in their terms untidy, landscape. 
In Welsh, culture, or ‘diwylliant’, is everything that wilderness is not. Wilderness , or 
‘diffeithwch’, is something to be tamed. So the very aesthetic of a rewilding project 
is counter to that dominant narrative.

Economically, there has been a drive away from woodland and mixed farming 
towards monoculture. In this context, woodland and trees have not been valued as 
they are no good for grazing and they harbour creatures such as foxes and badgers 
which are generally unwelcome on farms. So farmers on holdings neighbouring a 
rewilding project may be concerned about increased “vermin” intruding onto their 
farm and conversely if their livestock crosses the fence they may get lost. 

Farm unions have also expressed concerns that rewilding would necessitate the removal 
of farmers from the land, referring to historic forced evictions in other parts of the world.6 
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Our focus for the short term is on raising money to buy land. During this process it 
is important to communicate that the project intends to benefit all of society. Our 
initial activity on the land will have few implications for neighbouring properties. 
But we will need to provide a convincing case for our longer term plans, based on 
sound research.

For more details see the Cambrian Wildwood website at www.cambrianwildwood.org 
or Coetir Anian at www.coetiranian.org.
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case. In recent years, some farms have embraced new technologies and economic 
opportunities such as renewable energy generation and timber production. And 
over the last few decades, farming has changed dramatically. Farmers are adaptable 
and have embraced developments as readily as the rest of society. 

Economically, upland farming is dependent on government subsidies to be viable.9 
Whilst the farming industry has been successful in securing a favourable settlement 
in the current Common Agricultural Policy reforms, this cannot be relied on 
forever. Some farmers have realised this and explored alternatives whilst retaining 
subsidy support. Some of these are using ‘rewilding’ as part of this mix, though 
not always expressly. Knepp Castle in Sussex is an example where a deliberate 
and planned rewilding project is taking place to create a business “where natural 
processes predominate and long term financial stability is achieved outside of a 
conventional agricultural framework”.10 Other examples are more by default, 
including farms in the Black Mountains of South Wales where the only activity is 
to cut the bracken once a year to fulfil the subsidy conditions. There are also two 
examples in the Cambrian Wildwood area – one is grazed by feral horses; and 
another is ungrazed, with impressive tree regeneration. 

Farmers are increasingly rationalising their farmland, often by planting the least 
productive or least accessible land with new woodland, making use of government 
grants. The increased woodland adds to the amount of habitat and creates wildlife 
corridors, showing the potential for integrating farming and wildlife. In the longer 
term, farming activity may need to concentrate on the more productive lower 
ground, releasing hill land which may not be generating an income. Rewilding 
projects could offer market opportunities for land.

Potential new livelihoods
A rewilding project could create local business opportunities by attracting visitors 
to the area. Data from around the UK11 suggest that earnings and employment 
per hectare are greater for wildlife areas than for farmland. Cambrian Wildwood 
intends to contribute to the local economy through our activities in the project area, 
for example: providing a scenic landscape rich in wildlife; creating and maintaining 
access trails; and hosting educational and cultural events. Enterprises that will be 
enabled through our project could include: accommodation and catering for visitors; 
servicing mountain biking and horse riding activities; wildlife tours; providing 
educational and cultural services; and partners hosting events in the project area.

Near and far-term challenges
When engaging with farmers and other land managers, if we want to avert 
opposition, it could be more productive to refer to specifics in a range of land 
management options rather than talking in a generalised way about ‘rewilding’. 
We should also note the significance of the wildwood and wild animals in British 
culture, as it is preserved in Wales. The stories of the Mabinogion show a relish of 
danger and an admiration of wild animals such as the boar, eagle, wolf and bear. 
Many people in Wales feel deeply connected to this narrative.

Remnant wildwood in Mid Wales. 
Photo: Simon Ayres


